Half Ice Pee Wee Practice #2

Age Level: Pee Wee | Emphasis: overspeed, shooting, 1 on 1, 3 on 3

PEANUT OVERSPEED SKATING DRILL (HALF ICE)

Setup
To set up the drill have the players line up in the middle of the ice on the blue line facing the net. The players will go in groups of two or three. The players skate to the bottom of the circle and around the circle back to the middle and to the inside of the cone then back outside around the top of the next circle. See the diagram and animation for clarity. Switch directions each time.

Coaching Points
» Players should never stop moving their feet.
» Make sure players are skating hard all the way through the blue line.
» When skating around the circle player should stay low and get a strong push from the cross-under.
» Rotate the chest towards the middle of the circle.

MY NOTES

HALF ICE SHOOT IN STRIDE

Setup
This is a good drill to focus on shooting in stride. It is a simple half ice drill so players can focus on shooting in stride without anything else to really think about. Players form two lines at the hash marks as shown. The first player skates out to the red line and towards the opposite coach and calls for a puck. Their feet are moving the entire time. Players need to receive the pass and shoot in stride before the cone. It appears to be an easy drill but it is challenging if players are forced to keep their feet moving and shoot before the cone. Enforce quick releases, calling for the puck, and stopping at the net.

Coaching Points
» Keep feet moving throughout drill
» Call for puck
» Quick releases
» Stop at the net

MY NOTES
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Half Ice Pee Wee Practice #2

HALF ICE OPEN UP SHOOTING

Setup
Players form two lines on the inside hash marks as shown in the diagram. On the whistle both players go at the same time. Players feet should touch the red line as they skate towards the wall. As they skate towards the wall they need to open up their hips and call for the puck. Once they recieve the puck they kee their feet moving and shoot in stride.

Coaching Points
» Always face the puck
» Call for the puck
» Give a good target with stick on the ice
» Stop at the net

DANGER ZONE 1 ON 1

Setup
This drill sets players up in a situation where the sole purpose is to have them keep moving their feet as they enter the zone, fighting through the check if they have to. The drill is set up with the pucks and coaches in the middle of the ice at about the edge of the center face-off circle with pucks. The extra players are inside the center circle out of the way. The forward starts on the blue line along the wall and the defense start on the blue line just inside the dots.

On the whistle both players skate up to the red line and stop. The forward calls to receive a pass from the coach and the defense transitions backwards. The defense should take away as much space as possible and pressure the forward at or before the blue line. The forwards have several options. The first is to use their speed and gain the zone to the outside. If the defense are able to play them at the blue line then they can give themselves a soft chip inside the zone and keep their feet moving through the check. If the defense do not do a good job at the blue line and allow the forward to enter the zone with space then the fowards can cut to the middle of the ice. It is important that the forwards get the puck down deep into the zone in this situation.

My Notes
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2 VS. 0 RUSH SERIES #2

Setup
This one on one drill has the defense start on the top of the circle and the forward start along the wall on the blue line. The inactive forwards and defense should all line up in the center circle. Place cones as shown to mark where players need to skate around. A puck is place on the red line by the coach. On the whistle the forward will skate up the red line, retrieve the puck, and make a tight turn to attack the defense. They need to skate wide around the cone (as shown) and then attack the defense as the enter the zone wide. The defense will skate up and transition towards the inside of the ice and then take on the forward in a one on one.

Coaching Points
» Use the dots as a guide and make sure the forward stays to the outside using a good gap and good stick position.
» Force the forward into a bad angle shot and if they try to go to the inside they should be ready with good body position or stick.
» Forwards should take what the defense gives them.
» If they give them too much space then take the inside.
» If the defense does not give them the middle then they should protect the puck and drive wide.

GRETZKY 3 ON 3

Setup
This is a 3 on 3 cross ice game where players can take advantage of a “Gretzky” behind the opponents net. The “Gretzky” has to stay behind the goal line and makes passes to players on their team from behind the net.

» On a change of possession players have to make 1 pass to their “Gretzky” before attempting to score.
» Player can go below the goal line to challenge the other team’s “Gretzky” and attempt to steal the puck.
» Players can go below the goal line to support their own “Gretzky”.
» There is no limit to how many times players can use their “Gretzky”.
» On the whistle players leave the puck and skate hard out of the zone and new players enter the game.
» Let each shift run about 30 - 40 seconds to keep the game fast paced and high intensity.